Like most floral business owners, you probably need technology help. Now. Regardless of the issue — crashing computers, balky network, old phones, finicky POS terminals or insight on how to do a mail merge — technical expertise probably is not available on-hand at your shop. But maybe it’s time to change that.

We’ve all heard of a florist’s brother’s cousin who saved Valentine’s Day by plugging in the right cable, or that part-time driver just out of high school who happened to know HTML and fixed the website, but realistically, can you rely on that kind of mythical luck to find your own tech guru?

This month, we identify and flesh out the core competencies an information technology (IT) guy or gal needs to support a typical medium- to large-size flower shop and other intangibles this person should have to be an effective staff member at your shop. How much IT help do you need? A general rule of thumb is one full-time IT person per 10 employees. Small shops have two options: Contract with a firm that sends help as needed, or — my recommendation, so help is there as soon as you need it — train one or two existing employees to take this on as part of their existing position.

Core Competencies

The technology industry takes certification to another level. As you may guess, the more certifications professionals amass, the more expensive they become. Fortunately, flower shops only need the basics, and the following entry-level IT certifications will probably satisfy 90 percent of your needs. We’re not saying anyone you hire absolutely needs to be certified, but these explanations can serve as a guide as you go about your search.

CompTIA A+. This is the most basic certification that anyone with IT aspirations needs to kick off a technology career. An A+ certification ensures the technician can disassemble and assemble a PC, identify parts and their roles and troubleshoot problems on PCs and laptops. To earn the certification, they also must be able to install operating systems such as Microsoft Windows and be familiar with Mac and Linux. In addition, they’re able to manage and install printers on these computers and they know how to create a basic network of these devices. The certification also covers basic mobile device management and operational procedures for maintaining a computer network to prevent problems before they happen. So already with just an A+ certification, this person should help you keep the machines humming and the network running, while maybe doing other jobs at the shop.

CompTIA Network+. This is a complementary certification to A+. CompTIA Network+ should indicate expanded knowledge on the network side of your infrastructure, to the point that the technician will know how to design, install and configure, maintain and troubleshoot more complex network setups, and will know all about how to wire this network to wiring standards. This certification would be much more useful to a larger shop with lots of terminals, printers and a dedicated server or two.

Remember that while an A+ technician will be familiar with Mac and Linux, these certifications are geared toward running a Microsoft Windows environment. In fact, the Network+ and A+ certifications can be applied toward getting the Microsoft Certified Systems Administrator (MCSA) certification. If you have a Linux- or Unix-based network, much of the knowledge — on hardware, networking and troubleshooting the physical installation — still applies, but don’t expect this person to have knowledge of how to troubleshoot a Linux/Unix operating system on either a server or a terminal.

Once you have a handle on what the IT person should know and how or she could help your business, these certifications offer two paths to land your IT guru. You can look for folks who already have these skills (the best method is to advertise at your local technical school or include the certification qualifications in your ad) or identify someone on staff who may have an interest in acquiring these certifications — a long-term project in which the shop will serve as a test lab (usually six to nine months of studying plus on the job experience, depending on the program).

IT Service with a Smile

You may have a candidate who checks out fine and is armed with these certifications or on his or her way to getting them, or at least a person whose experience matches your requirements... But what else should you be looking for in your IT person?

Let’s start with a nice bedside manner. A common generalization of computer people is they’ve lived in a cave and lack many social skills. The stereotype isn’t true (and if you do run across someone with those qualities, don’t hire them!). Instead, think of technology support as a service position where shop employees are customers of the IT person, and clearly gauge this attribute in prospective employees during interviews.

Also, you may have noticed that skills such as social media savvy or knowledge with websites were not included or highlighted in this discussion. Although both are indeed considered technology, we recommend that you view social media as a marketing component of your business and do the same with your website.

If you happen to get an A+/Network+ capable employee who is familiar with either social media or the web, consider it gravy, but don’t necessarily expect him or her to know this aspect of business. What you should expect is that he or she is able support whatever technical requirements these positions need to perform optimally, such as troubleshooting a server issue.
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